THE MOST HOLY PLACE.
The Third Angel's Message is a Message of the Most Holy Place. Few who claim to believe the "Third Angel's Message" appreciate this Fact. "He that believeth on Him is not condemned: but he that believeth not is CONDEMNED already." John 3:18.

WHO HAD THIS VISION FIRST?
William E. Foy, a Mulatto - in 1844.

WHO HAD IT SECOND?
Hazen Foss, a promising young Minister - 1844.

WHO HAD IT THIRD?
Miss Ellen Gould Harmon - late Fall - 1844.

HOW DO WE KNOW IT WAS THE SAME VISION?
Both Foy and Foss heard Miss Harmon give the Vision (which they knew would NEVER be Popular, and is why they would not give it) which they admitted was the Vision given to them and then removed from them. p. 29, 30. EGW-MESSANGER TO THE REMNANT. A. L. WHITE. (BBH - 50¢ or $1.00.)

WHERE IS "MY FIRST VISION" RECORDED?
There are 3 or 4 - all different. EW 13-31. WTF 14-18. T1:58-61. SG 2:30-35. LS 64-68. (The ORIGINAL Battle Creek Steam Press 1888 Edition had nothing of the kind in it. This has been ADDED.)

WHICH IS THE CORRECT ONE?
Before Uriah Smith was around to CHANGE the Testimonies and ADD to them and TAKE AWAY from them - until he used his back-stairs Influence to Gerrymander the General Conference to appoint a "committee of 5" to CHANGE the Testimonies to remove the "IMPERFECTIONS", "to bring out the thought MORE CLEARLY or more FORCEFULLY" - "with such GRAMMATICAL and verbal CORRECTIONS as seemed necessary" - "editorial CHANGES" - because they were printed in "too great haste" the first time round! (7 Years to write Vol. 4. 9 Years for Vol. 5. 12 Years for Vol. 6 of the Testimonies - but that was
too great "Haste" to give "Critical Thought" to what she was doing. So Uriah Smith to the Rescue! Via the General Conference Resolution in 1883 - one Big Reason for the Fight of 1888. The Year of the first Officially ADMITTED changed Book! See p. 65, 67, 80. "EGW - MR". Also p. 62. "VoP-TC".)

MY FIRST VISION
Therefore the Vision we go by, untampered, untouched - containing Points no Minister of Church or Reform has ever dealt with, especially now that it is Taboo to deal with the 144,000 any more, the one to go by is:

"TO THE REMNANT SCATTERED ABROAD" - p.29. EGW-MR. Also known as "1846 Broadside." Now obtainable from WHITE PUB., General Conference of SDA - Takoma Park. Washington, D.C. 20012.

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT THING ABOUT THIS VISION?
We glory in this Vision. There are so many important Points it is almost impossible to cover them all. No wonder that Satan leads men to disregard the Sanctuary Truths, or - worse yet - mix them up. For here is the Heart of the Sealing of the 144,000. No-Church-on-Earth teaches the Truth on this Subject. The Shepherd's Rod, regrouping under the "Awakening" - are Worse than the Church. At least they were for a long time - now they are pretty well Neck and Neck. Since the Adventists discovered in the "Laodicean Council" of 1960 - that the 144,000 are a "Symbolic Number" - the Topic has gone into Limbo. Free discussion is Verboten.

WHAT DOES THE VISION DEAL WITH?
It deals with what Adventists, like the Jews in Old Jerusalem - would like to Ignore. That there will be no genuine "Loud Cry" without the "Midnight Cry."

WHAT IS THIS?
This is the two Phases of the Sealing. There is a Path cast high above the World. The "Beginning" or "First - End" of this Path - was the Midnight Cry. This swells into Loud Cry. Both Cries are a Call to come "OUT!" Come "OUT" as Lot had to Flee "OUT!" - as the Disciples had to Flee "OUT!" - of the Holy City - the Church - or be lost.

WHAT IS THE POINT OF ISSUE?
The Worship in the Most Holy Place.
WHAT DOES THE VISION PORTRAY?
The Sealing from start to finish. The Path leads straight to the Holy City in Heaven. These do not go through the Grave. This is the whole Point of this Vision. "THE LIVING SAINTS" - and the NUMBER is given: 144,000.

How can you Blend the "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE" that no man can "NUMBER" - with that?

How dare you mix in here those who come from the " Graves!"

Those who do that - can NEVER understand this: "MY FIRST VISION." Unless they Repent.

WHAT IS THE 1846 "BROADSIDE" - ?

250 copies were printed in April 6, 1846. This contains: "MY FIRST VISION" - then it goes on, as do many other Visions - into the details of: "THE MIDNIGHT CRY." In 1900 an entire Book was Written on the Subject of: "THE PARABLES" - which she called: "THE PARABLES" - but which they changed to: "CHRIST'S OBJECT LESSONS." This Book closes with: "THE TEN VIRGIN PARABLE" - which is the Essence of "THE MIDNIGHT CRY" - which is the "FIRST END OF THE PATH" - which is the "SEALING" of the 144,000.

ARE ANY SAVED BESIDES THE 144,000?
Certainly. Those "TOO OLD" - those "TOO WEAK" - those "TOO YOUNG" - are "laid to REST" -

"The graves opened...The 144,000 shouted. Hallelujah! as they recognized their friends who had been torn from them by DEATH." WTF 15. ("A Word to the Little Flock" - BBH 35ψ) Also EW 16. SG 2:33. 1846 Broadside.

All this is very plain unless we try to make it fit some pre-conceived Notions, or to try to go along with some popular Minister.

"As in earlier Ages, the special Truths for this Time are found, NOT with the ecclesiastical Authorities, but with men and women who are not too learned or too wise to BELIEVE the Word of God." COL 79.

"If Nathanael had trusted to the Rabbis for guidance, he would never have found Jesus.
...While they trust to the guidance of human authority, none will come to a saving Knowledge of the Truth. - 3 -
Like Nathanael, we need to study God's word for ourselves...in the secret place of Prayer." DA 140-1.

WHAT IS THE MIDNIGHT CRY?
EW 124 tells us that none of the "different Parties" (Party means Organization, Sect. DA 240,274. GC 199,202,148)(There are over 80 Adventist and Nominal Adventist parties today.) Not one of them will understand, let alone accept - the Last Message. EW 124.

One thing - right on that Page right there - EW 124.

If Adventists or Nominal Adventists had understood that they would NEVER have underwritten the MAXWELL mix-well Book. (MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST - free! "Faith for Today" Box 100, Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91360.)

HOW DOES EW 124 DIFFER WITH THAT BOOK?
Read the Book and then read this statement: "The Plagues of God are coming... until all the unrighteous ones are destroyed from the Earth." EW 124.

(How then will Maxwell work his Healings and his Miracles? On Dead Bodies in collapsed Buildings? EW 290. GC 637)

"Those who have been regarded as Worthy and Righteous prove to be Ringleaders in Apostasy...Their wicked course He will tolerate no longer, and in His wrath He deals with them without Mercy! T5:212.

(Then look across on the next Page and see the "SEALING" over and the "SMALL REMNANT." This is the truth. T5:213.

As it was in the Days of Noah.
As it was in the Days of Lot.
As it was in the Days of Christ.
Can you not Tolerate the Truth?
You would defy God and the 144,000?
As Maxwell does? Do you think we have to come and Beg your humble Pardon that we Believe the FIRST VISION? Or do we not Dare speak of it in your great and noble Presence? You prefer KD&A the Church-Leaders? "The Congregation is Holy - every-one-of-them!" This Sin is to be Repeated. SOP 1:306.
See the Fate of the Frooms who Teach that. EW 282. GC 656.
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"You told us that all-the-World was to be Converted... Peace, peace! EW 282.

WHAT ELSE DOES NOT ONE ADVENTIST OR REFORM PREACHER TEACH ABOUT THE MIDNIGHT CRY?

(1) They never define what "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS" means. That it is "multitudinous Errors, Heresies, and Delusions." COL 414.

(2) They do not tell you this is IN the Church! Nor that it is "impenetrable." They think they can "penetrate" it! COL 414.

(3) They have never tried to Explain that: Mysterious "Procession" that goes by the Church, has no use for the Church, and while that Church is in Gross and Midnight Darkness this before-unheard-of "Procession" - is "Bright with Torches" (much Light!) and "Glad with Music" (I seemed to hear the Musical Voices of these Angels sounding everywhere!"

(4) They do not seem to know that this is the same as the Mysterious "Company" who give the "Straight Testimony to (not FROM!) to the Laodiceans!" EW270.

(5) Nor what that "Straight Testimony" is as defined in the missing Footnotes - found in TI:180-2. Without which that Testimony can never be Understood. That some of the Weak ones go back to the Church in Midnight Darkness, and hence "OUT" of the Procession, "OUT" of the Company, "OUT" of the Light, "OUT" of the Care and Keeping of God, and not "OUT" of the Church at all as the WHITES and the BLACKS would have it!

(6)"OUT" of that Night of Darkness God's Light will Shine!" COL 415. Hence the Message "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" - which Message wakes not just the Wise - as the Foolish "Awakening" would have it in that Twaddle (p.21. "Are SDA Doing God's Will?") RDB's "EXTERNAL PURPOSE" p.206- where the Foolish do not "Respond" and this is "The Mark of the Beast" - it surely was the "Beast" of Rev.17:7 with 7 Heads and 10 Horns - that figured that one out, the same Beast that dictated the Maxwell Book, from the same Bottomless Pit.

(7) MORE RELIABLE THAN THE BIBLE:
The Bible says the 10 Virgins: "ALL slumbered and slept" and then: "ALL those Virgins arose." But Satan's "EXTERNAL PURPOSE" comes along and declares that the Foolish do not: "RESPOND!" And this "Failure to Respond will mean the Mark of the Beast" - it seems it matters not that this was never heard of before.
such a "Test" that is "no Test at all" - never heard of before in Heaven or on Earth - yet this Book climaxes with that startling Announcement and not one anywhere's seems to see anything Wrong with it!

In fact it has been acclaimed all around the World as having: "No error in it!" Is this a Commentary on the irresponsible qualities of a Buffoon or an Ass? NO! Such Clowns can be found anywhere's! It is a Commentary of the Spirit of the Lord being withdrawn from the Church & Gross Darkness taking over the people. For pure Bull, it is hard to Match this "Eternal Purpose" p.206-7 with Maxwell p.41,48,54,56,58-62,65,69,74,78,94.It is the Roar again from 10,000 Threats "Crucify Him! Crucify Him! Give us Barabbas!" How can we ask such people to come and we will Teach you some Truth! Might as well ask a Drunk to appreciate cool, clear water! We will have to go and make Tents in order to live - as did Paul. For they will Pay their Tithe to the Jester's Tournament. Until the 7 Last Plagues rolls around, not too far Hence. "the Songs of the Temple shall be Howlins in that Day." Amos 8:3.

(8) Why did the Lord not keep them? Why did they go into such Gross Darkness? The Warning was there all the Time. In the Third Angel's Message. They thought NOTHING of going BACK into the First Apartment of the Heavenly Sanctuary - and the Lord thought NOTHING of them!

THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE
"As the Ministration of Jesus CLOSED in the Holy Place, and He passed into the HOLIEST...He sent another mighty Angel with a Third Message...the most terrible THREATENING ever borne to man... showing them the Hour of Temptation...combat with the BEAST and His IMAGE...

"The Third Angel closes his message thus:"Here is the patience of the Saints: here are they that KEEP (that leaves RDB & FTW out! They both declare they cannot Overcome, cannot keep the Law, so why try? Character-Nature cannot be "Changed" until the Maxwell-Heppenstall- Larondelle-Cleveland-RDB-FTW SDA "Ben-Gurion" - "Golda-Meir" - English-Polish-German-Jews work their Witchcraft to produce Maxwell's "CHRIST" to force-change their incorrigible "Characters!")
"KEEP the Commandments of God, and the Faith of Jesus." (not the Jew "Yahveh!") As he repeated these words he pointed to the heavenly Sanctuary...the Third Angel pointed upward...to the HOLIEST of the heavenly Sanctuary.

*** JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH?

"As they by faith enter the Most Holy, they find Jesus. (not "Yahveh!" See RH A6:397.) (the "Remnant" do not go along with Traditions of Zionist Jewcry! Not in anything! Not anymore then the Disciples that believed in the Testimony of Jesus to FLEE OUT of the Sabbatarian City! to save their Lives as well as their Souls. BREAK the Chains that Bound them! as in 1844. EW 242.)

"As they by faith enter the Most Holy, they find Jesus...It was represented to me that the Remnant followed Jesus into the Most Holy Place...(Remnant - RH A5:88,389. EW 38.

THE REMNANT

"They joined in the work of the Third Angel (will you be one of this "Remnant?")...the Third Angel was pointing them to the Most Holy Place...

THE ANCHOR

"These messages were represented to me as an Anchor to the people of God. Those who understand and receive them will be kept from being swept away by the many Delusions of Satan." EW 254-6.

Or, as it reads in SG 1:166: "They embraced them in their order...These messages were represented to me as an Anchor to hold the body. And as Individuals receive and Understand them, they are shielded against the many Delusions of Satan."

"Satan exalted in all this; for he knew that those who broke loose from the Anchor, he could affect different Errors and drive about with Winds of Doctrine."

NOW, DO WE APPRECIATE THE ABOVE?

Do we know now why AWAKENING WRIGHT of Australia in March 1972 - and AWAKENING BRINSMEAD of Australia in May 1972 - suddenly gave up their Winds of Doctrine, in order to fit in with the ENGLISH-JEW Traditions of
MAXWELL-HEPPENSTALL-FROOM-BEN-GURION-ZIONISM—back to the Unholy Land with BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM—the WCC-NCC—and the "NEW EVANGELICALS" in order to fit the Divine Prediction as found in GC 444-5. With the Doctrines of GC 464-472.

3 BEACON LIGHTS OF WARNING WENT OUT TO US MANY YEARS AGO:

If you want to go to the Devil:

(1) He is found in the Sealing Time—OUT of the Most Holy Place. That is why we opposed D.L.Friend at Oakhurst California in 1959-1961.

AT ONCE:

This is the Time of the Spirit. The Time of the Sealing. At this Time we see two Groups, plainly Believers. Sincere. Both pray. Almost the same Prayer. But one receives the Power of God, while the other receives the Power of Demon-Control. What made the Difference? There seemed to be no Difference. EW 55-6.

1846 BROADSIDE:

The reason we appreciate the ORIGINAL, there is no Fakeroo offshot Uriah Smith "TITLE" on there—"END OF THE 2300 DAYS" EW 54. A Blind man can see this is the "END OF THE SEALING!" When they are LEFT to the Control of Demons forever.

ON WHAT POINT?

"I saw one after another LEAVE the company who were praying to Jesus in the Holiest, and go and join those before, the (context shows the Vacated Throne), and they at once received the unholy influenced of Satan."

1846 Broadside.

WHAT DOES THE ABOVE HIGHLIGHT?

That there will come a Time when Sabbatarian believers will be led astray by the Popular Majority giving up the Third Angel's Message—the Most Holy Place. It will be more Popular to Worship in the First Apartment or way out in the Outer Court. This began with D.L.Friend, he told me this was picked up by Wright and Brinsmade of Australia in 1959. They brought it to the Hudson Press, Baker, Oregon in 1960-1. The "CHART" that contained the Essence of the Australian Excite-
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PREPARING FOR TRANSLATION:
Sent out for "MASS DISTRIBUTION" by the Awakening Presses, prepared not only for the Church but for the World, a Tract called "PREPARING FOR TRANSLATION", later incorporated in "A DOCTRINAL ANALYSIS." You saw the Ninnies tearing through the Country handing out that "NEW LIGHT!" At first the Adventist Church ATTACKED them on that Point. Then, when they saw how POPULAR it became - they withdrew that publication.

THE GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION:
(Did Brinsmead get this from Hardinge? Or did Hardinge get this from Brinsmead?)

General Conference Bible Study Hour, June 18,1970. 10:45 A.M. LESLIE HARDINGE:
(1) "Observe the COURT...Justification by Faith - this is the Message of the COURT."

BRINSMEAD:
(1) "If you will look through the Gate into the OUTER COURT...He waits to give you...His robe of Righteousness...If you will only step by Faith inside that Gate...The OUTER COURT...It is the only way in. Only thieves and robbers try some other way. Once inside the Gate, you will find Jesus...waiting to take all your guilt as you confess it all to Him...Thus you have entered the experience of the OUTER COURT. This is Justification by Faith." RDB.p.41-2."A DOCTRINAL ANALYSIS." 1962.

WRIGHT:
(1) Of course, with these people - just like a Whore that does not know if she will be in bed Tonight with her Husband, or in some other bed - those who are "unstable in all their Ways" - who are "ever learning and never able to come to a Knowledge of the Truth" - hence they Stop at "Faith alone". GC 471-2.

Hence, from this Sort - except any kind of Jangling between "ENTERING WITHIN THE VEIL" while at the same time writing "We conclude then that if we find...an ever deepening knowledge of...WHERE He is...we find ourselves with that Group who are gathered BEFORE the open Door to the Sanctuary." p. 25. "THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT" March-April, 1962.

While at the same Time, in the Mystery of Iniquity -
daring to Quote "Unless we enter the Sanctuary above, and unite with Christ in working out our own Salvation with fear and trembling, we shall be weighed in the Balances of the Sanctuary and shall be pronounced Wanting."
EGW. SDA - BC 7:933-4.
(Quoted by FTW - p. 7. "THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT" Hudson Press. Oct.-Nov. 1961.) Denying all the Sanctuary Truths just like WAGGONER in his last "CONFESSONAL."
The Day he Died.

ARM IN ARM WITH BRINSMEAD:
Brinsmead's "A DOCTRINAL ANALYSIS" Chart. p. 20-1. A two-page spread in "ACCEPTABLE CONFESSION" (The sinner) #(2) points to the "OUT COURT" - the same as the General Conference Session presentation by LESLIE HARDINGE.

FTW CHART UNDER (2):
"He knows that his need will be supplied at the Door of the Sanctuary."

FTW CHART UNDER (5)-(6) pointing to the same place:
"He confesses...He now receives...the Holy Spirit...the Holy Spirit...the very Life of Christ." (All in the "OUTER COURT!"

General Conference Bible Study Hour, June 18, 1970.
LESLIE HARDINGE:
(2) "Step into the HOLY PLACE...Sanctification by Faith - this is the Message of the HOLY PLACE."

BRINSMEAD:
(2) "Sanctification: Some make the grave mistake of thinking that the Christian experience ends in the OUTER COURT...Let not this be your experience. Enter by Faith with Jesus into the Sanctuary...It is the most precious experience that can come to any person...This is Sanctification." p.42-3. ADA.

WRIGHT:
(2) He believed Brinsmead the first time round. That he confessed "ALL" his sins in the "OUTER COURT" and there it was "ALL" forgiven him! Altho' RDB in his same Publication does not believe a word of it - for on page 21 of ADA - he comes to the "Judgement" - after all these "Cleansings" and "Justifications" and "Sanctifications" and all - and finds he still
has: "THE WORST SIN OF THE UNIVERSE" boiling inside of him! Something like the Mass of the Catholic Priest - he does not believe in a word of it - but must come back and go thru the Rigmarole again for other "MASSES" - or for another $5.00 Bill?

But Wright "believes" in the Efficiency of the "OUTER COURT" - for he never enters the Sanctuary at all. In some vague way the "SINS" are "LODGED" there without actually going there! But as for him, he goes only to the "OUTER COURT" under (1) to (6) and then under (7) "Thus he returns to his House a very different man. Now he has the POWER..." FTW. p.20-1. "ACCEPTABLE CONFESSION."

General Conference Bible Study Hour, June 18, 1970.
10:45 A.M. LESLIE HARDINGE:

QUESTION: DOES HE ENTER THE HOLIEST?
(3) "Pass into the inmost shrine. The door again is Christ. The HOLIEST...One day we shall share it with our Lord. Glorification by Grace - this is the Message of the place MOST HOLY." p.9. R&H. June 19, 1970.

Now in case that is not clear enough, he comes out plainly with what he means on the next page: "And when the High Priest moves into the HOLIEST He will carry you there." p.10.

HAIL! D.L. FRIEND!
You have converted the church! No wonder they invite you back-just-as-you-are! p.7. R&H. Jan.27, 1972 - NEAL C. WILSON. "MISSION 72!"

For are not all men "BROTHERS" - with "NO" DISTINCTION ..." p.6. R&H. May 22, 1969. NEAL C. WILSON. "MISSION IMPOSSIBLE."


"...a God who loves ALL persons infinitely, regardless of their attitude toward to Him. This is a God who never stops seeking rebellious and unthankful men." p.7. R&H. Oct. 30, 1969. JAMES J. LONDIS.

Then you also - do not believe in the Sealing of the 144,000 and the Third Angel's Message of the 7 Last Plagues that follow? You, with the unholy Trio -
LH-FTW-RDB-KD&A - would hold the Door of Probation open "as long as Life shall Last?" They are ALIVE in the Plagues, and the False Prophet in cast ALIVE into the Lake of Fire, but I do not think there is any HOPE! Rev. 19:20. I see now why the False Prophet shall be the signal object of Jehovah's wrath, as "Their eyes shall consume away in their holes (for refusing to see the Truth), and their tongues in their mouths (for refusing to tell the Truth), while they stood upon their feet." (Showing that they were ALIVE! But was there any HOPE for them? It seems there is nothing to stop the Tongues from running away today - teaching things they ought not - for filthy lucre's sake.) EW 289-90. GC 656-7.


A Black tongue - "The Church, recognizing the BROTHERHOOD OF MAN." p.8. R&H. May 3, 1973. (a Communist Slogan. Not found in any Bible nor Testimonies. All who "BELIEVE" in the Third Angel's Message are "Brother's IN Christ." That is a far Cry from the "Brotherhood of MAN."

To now find our "Brother's" - who teach and believe the Third Angel's Message -

The very OPPOSITE of the COMMUNIST SLOGAN of the "BROTHERHOOD OF MAN" that NO COMMUNIST believes - for he SLAUGHTERS the Christian - he does NOT consider him a "BROTHER"! That JEW-MANUFACTURED SLOGAN is not in Harmony with the Third Angel nor the Fourth Angel who calls for "Seperation" - Rev. 18! Or be Diseased with her Disease, and plagued with her Plague. "COME OUT OF HER!"

"The Lord speaks of those who claim to believe the Truth for this Time, yet see nothing inconsistent in their taking part in Politics; (Black Power is Politics. Billy Graham and his WCC-NCC-Kissinger-Palestine co-operation to Rule the World. Politics at its Worst. And the reason for the Maxwell Book.)

"...MINGLING with the contending elements of these Last Days, as the circumcised who mingle with the uncircumcised, and He declares that He will destroy both classes together without distinction." FCE 482. (If they make no distinction - why should God make a distinction?)
This "Brotherhood" Slogan has gone to such lengths that now they are going to teach"...IN COMMON with all Christianity." AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION. R&H. page 20. Dec. 18, 1969. (Teach like that and look for more Earthquakes. R&H. p.24. March 22, 1973.)

OUTER COURT BROTHERHOOD - 1973!

Leslie Hardinge - General Conference Session, June 18, 1970 -
(1) Robert D. Brinsmead - Mass-distribution Tract: "Preparing for Translation" -
(1) Fredrick T. Wright - in "Acceptable Confession" - dealing with the same Chart -

THIS UNHOLY TRIO -

Blending their Voices in their "Lost Lagoon" Minuet in SDA Seminary Major - give full Tongue to one united Proposition:
(1) "Justification by Faith" - forgiveness of all Sin - in the "OUTER COURT."

COMING TO THE SECOND CHORUS:
(2) Leslie Hardinge -
(2) Robert D. Brinsmead -

THIS UNHOLY DUET -

Bake two Black-birds in their Pie - find (2) "Sanctification by Faith" - in the "HOLY PLACE." Fredrick T. Wright gags at this Point, and "...returns to his House" satisfied that he has all that he needs from the "OUTER COURT" but somehow or other manages to "lodge" some sins in the "HOLY PLACE" without actually going there! Shades of BALLANGER-CANRIGHT!

BLENDING AGAIN -

Coming to Stanza 3 - the Unholy Trio find (3) Full Harmony in Reserving - setting aside the "PLACE MOST HOLY" for some Future "JUDGEMENT." The General Conference in Session were delighted with this Rendition and gave them the "Emmy Reward" if not an Oscar. If lustier Throats are found - trust them to hire them. The Big-Mouthed Frogs of the Apocalypse. The Midnight Wizard's Dance.

They agree to Worship ANYWHERE'S BUT in the Most Holy Place! "The ENEMIES of the present Truth have been trying to open the Door of the Holy Place, that Jesus has Shut and to close the Door of the Most Holy Place, which he opened in 1844." EW 43. (And as you read on you will see this is the particular Message for the "SEALING TIME.")
FURTHER - IN FINDING OUT HOW TO GO TO THE DEVIL -
OR HAVE HIM COME TO YOU: 
(2) A Red-Beacon Light of Warning went on in the very
Message the "Company" is to give to the "Laodiceans." 
EW 270. No need to get roaring Mad at this Message of 
the Third Angel and the Most Holy Place worship.

TO BE LOST FOREVER: 
All that is required is to be: "Indifferent and 
Careless. They were not resisting the DARKNESS around 
them, and it shut them in like a thick Cloud. (No tell-
ing what cute new Deceptions they will come up with 
Tomorrow!) The Angels of God LEFT these and went to 
the aid of the earnest, praying ones. I saw Angels of 
God Hasten to the assistance of all-their-power to 
RESIST the evil Angels and TRYING to HELP themselves." 
EW 270.

FTW- (Forty ways To go Wackey) - FTW - "It is not by 
TRYING - but by DYING."

DEAR TWICE-DEAD: 
How does that Harmonize with EW 270?

If that were not enough - all Segments of the self-
confessed: "AWAKENING" down-grade: "EFFORT" and 
"STRIVING" or Sneeze at the Lord helping you if you do.

HERE IS NEWS FOR THEM: 
In that Great Day of God when all men will be stripped 
of their False Pride and Independance: 
"Satan seems paralyzed... Memory recalls...his 
stubborn persistance in making NO EFFORT for self-
recovery when God would have granted him FORGIVENESS,
all come vividly before him." GC 669.

DON'T BE A DEVIL! 
His Angels LEFT those who made NO EFFORT to HELP 
themselves..." EW 270.

"The Testimony to the Laodiceans...they have a WORK to 
do to OVERCOME...If any will not be purified through 
obeying the Truth, and overcome their selfishness, 
their pride, and evil passions, the Angels of God have 
the charge: "They are joined to their Idols, let them 
alone," and they pass on to their work. LEAVING these 
with their sinful traits unsubdued, to the CONTROL of 
WHAT A FATE AWAITS THOSE WHO HEED THE FALSE DEVIL POSSESSED: "AWAKENING!"
"...will be LEFT without the Seal of God...Here we see that THE CHURCH...These DUMB DOGS...all perish together." T5:211.
HOW MANY WILL TEACH SUCH DOCTRINES OF DEVILS FROM SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST PULPITS?
"unsanctified ministers...criticize, and condemn, and falsify." Let the son of deceit and false witness be entertained by a Church that has had great Light, great Evidence, and THAT CHURCH will discard the Message the Lord has sent, and receive the most unreasonable theories...

"MANY will stand in OUR PULPITS with the Torch of False Prophecy in their hands, kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan." TM 409.

WHAT IS DEVIL-DOCTRINE# (3) - ???
All this can be expected to be found OUT of the Most Holy Place - in the empty, deserted, darkened Corridors of the First Apartment:

NO EFFORT means NO WORKS. Which means we go along with Billy Babbling Graham by "FAITH alone!" No Knowledge. No obedience. No Law. No Overcoming. If you are one of those who was handed an uncommon Share of Stupidity - try not to add to it.

There is NOTHING, absolutely NOTHING, that Seventh-day Adventists have Today which has anything to do with the Angel's Message. This Froom enterprise of teaching "IN COMMON" with Babylon - in order to win "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES" - is out of Harmony with Heaven:

"There is, indeed, a wider Road; but its end is Destruction. If you would climb the Path of spiritual Life, you must constantly ascend; for it is an upward Way. You must go with the Few; for the Multitude will choose the downward Path." MB 197.

SHOULD WE SHOW RESPECT TO FALSE PROPHETS?
"Blessed is that man that maketh the Lord his trust, and respecteth not the Proud, nor such as turn aside to Lies." PS. 40:4.

"It angered them also that those who showed only contempt for the Rabbis, and who were never seen in the Synagogues, should flock about Jesus, and listen with rapt attention to His words." COL 186.
"Souls tempted, defeated, feeling themselves lost, ready to perish, He met, not with denunciation, but with Blessing." Ed.79. "To the Poor in spirit." (Same.)

DO THE SAINTS OF GOD WORSHIP OUT OF THE MOST HOLY PLACE TO BE "IN COMMON" WITH THE RABBLE?
"I saw a Company who stood well guarded and firm, and would give no countenance to those who would unsettle the established Faith of the body. God looked upon them with approbation...Said the Angel, Woe to him who shall move a block, or stir a pin in these Messages. The true Understanding of these Messages is of vital importance. The destiny of Souls hangs upon the manner in which they are received...(some left the Platform, they saw they were fighting God) and again they with humble look stepped upon it." SG 1:168-9.

WHAT IS THE WORSHIP OUTSIDE OF THE MOST HOLY PLACE LIKENED TO?
"The Third Angel's Message, which shows the way into the Most Holy Place. I saw that the nominal Churches, as the Jews crucified Jesus, had crucified these Messages, and therefore they have no knowledge of the move made in Heaven, or of the way into the Most Holy and they cannot be benefited by the Intercession of Jesus there.

PRETTY STRONG LANGUAGE - DO YOU BELIEVE IT? I BELIEVE IT:
"Like the Jews, who offered their USELESS sacrifices, they offer up their USELESS prayers to the apartment which Jesus has left, and Satan, pleased with the Deception...fastens them in his Snare...false "Reform-atons" everywhere...It will die away and leave the World and THE CHURCH in a worse condition than before.

DO YOU BELIEVE THIS? I BELIEVE THIS:
"I saw that God had honest Children among the nominal Adventists, and the fallen Churches, and ministers and people will be called OUT from these Churches, before the Plagues shall be poured out, and they will gladly embrace the Truth.

WATCH CAREFULLY! THIS IS IN HARMONY WITH GC 464 -THE ONLY DIFFERENCE IS THIS TESTIMONY SHOWS WHY THEY MUST LEAVE WHO WORSHIP IN THE FIRST VACATED DEVIL-POSSSED FIRST APT. - WHILE GC 464-473 CATALOGUES THE ERRORS!
THIS TESTIMONY REVEALS THE HONEST:
(1) Leave those who worship in the VACATED CORRIDORS.
(2) They leave just before the Plagues.
(3) They leave them to their USELESS prayers.
(4) They accept the Most Holy Place truths.
(5) They do so gladly.

AND AS THEY DO THIS IN 1973:
I saw that God Had honest children...(we do not care about the other Kind.) they will gladly embrace the Truth. Satan knows this, and before the Loud Cry of the Third Angel, raises an excitement (KEY 73!) in these religious bodies, that those who have rejected the Truth may think God is with them. He hopes to deceive the honest, and lead them to think that God is still working for THE CHURCHES. But the Light will Shine, and every one of the honest ones (Salvation has always been "one by one" what Laodicean Wise-Guy had to re-write this Testimony as you now find it in EW 258-261?)

"...But the Light will Shine, and every one of the honest ones (they only come by "ones") will leave the fallen Churches, and take their stand with the Remnant." SG 1:171-3.

WHAT IS THE TIME OF THE ABOVE TESTIMONY?
All this takes place just before the Loud Cry. Just before the Plagues.

COULD THIS HAVE HAPPENED ANY SOONER?
No. It would have been out of Time - out of Place.

WHAT DOES SATAN DO AT THIS TIME?
He sparks to life the greatest "Revival" the World has ever seen. Especially among "Nominal" (AWAKING) Adventists and the other fallen Churches. BOTH

WHAT WILL THEY TEACH?
"So apostasy in THE CHURCH will prepare the way for the IMAGE to the Beast...EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE...the leading Churches of the United States (NOT of Rome! NOT of the Common Market! But right in the Lap of RDB!)...UNITING upon such points of Doctrine as are held by them IN COMMON..." GC 444-5.

IN COMMON;
"Today the old largely NEGATIVE approach - emphasizing chiefly the things wherein we DIFFER from all other religious groups - is PAST, definitely PAST. And that
is as it should be...particularly the SABBATH. That was FIRST and FOREMOST...with the inseparable "faith of Jesus."...

"It was this early RESTRICTED concept of our Message, with its emphasis upon the things whereon we DIFFERED, that made the way DIFFICULT...the erection of FORMIDABLE BARRIERS...

FGBMFI "VOICE" Magazine - Sept. 1962 - "Said Clifford Ford, FGBMFI director: "The Holy Spirit is breaking down the denominational BARRIERS. As Rev. Oral Roberts who will speak to us - is used by God to bring HEALING to the NATION, the FGBMFI is bringing the Holy Spirit to the Nation. The Seventh-day Adventists are bringing us PROPHECY. This fellowship is spear-heading the greatest Revival the World has ever known." "The POWER of God could be felt as if He had swooped down in the Flesh!

'p.5,2. FGBMFI "VOICE" - Sept. 1962.

MORE BARRIERS:
"The new trust of the Awakening...intra-church agitation...Certainly there is only ONE way to approach these men...meet them on COMMON ground. This breaks down prejudice...We see the AMAZEMENT of some people when they find out about our Seventh-day Adventists faith. Denominational BARRIERS are tumbling down." p.1-3. AWAKENING BULLETIN. May 1, 1972. RDB.

Thus we see the Unholy Trinity in perfect agreement - CHURCH-AWAKENING-FGBMFI. "And I saw 3 Unclean spirits like frogs..go to the Kings of the Earth/to gather them to the Battle of that great Day of God Almighty." See Rev. 16:13-4.

SHOULD THE BARRIERS COME DOWN?
"Satan is continually seeking to OVERCOME the people of God by breaking down the BARRIERS which SEPERATE them from the World. Ancient Israel were enticed into sin when they ventured into FORBIDDEN ASSOCIATION with the Heathen. In-a-similar-manner-are-modern-Israel LED astray...

"They cannot see that such COMPANY is calculated to do them harm, and while all the time ASSIMILATING to the World...they are becoming more and more BLINDED.
"...He who CHOSES to ASSOCIATE with the servants of Satan soon ceases to fear their Master." 1884 SoP 4:327-8. GC 508.

"CONFORMITY to worldly CUSTOMS converts the Church to the World; it NEVER converts the World to Christ." GC 509.

CONTINUING FROM SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE - L.E. FROOM wants to break down "FORMIDABLE BARRIERS" together with RDB and FGBMFI:
(He wants to tear down the Wall - but in this Crisis Hour - God calls for "REPAIRERS OF THE BREACH" who will be:"...filled with the Holy Ghost as we went forth and proclaimed the Sabbath MORE FULLY." WTF 19. EW 33, 85.

WHAT DOES THIS DO?
"This ENRAGED the Church, (SDA) and nominal Adventists, (Awakening) as they could not refute the Sabbath Truth." WTF 19. (See drastic CHANGE in EW 33. INEXCUSABLE!)

This Time again - as we are holding to throughout this paper - "At the COMMENCEMENT of the Time of Trouble...."

At such a Time as this, they are pulling down the "SEPERATING WALL" between the true "Israel of God and unbelievers."And it is the "SABBATH" that will "UNITE" God's people.

FILLED WITH THE HOLY GHOST - WHO ARE THEY?
"In the Time of the End...The BREACH made in the LAW...is to be repaired. GOD'S REMNANT people, standing before the World as REFORMERS...They are the Repairers of the BREACH." PK 678. "THE DESPISED REMNANT." T5:475. TM 23,195. T8:195-6. T2:376.

"Joshua, the high priest...Zerubbabel, governor of Judea. It was under the leadership of these TWO MEN that the REMNANT of Israel returned at the close of the 70 years captivity."(LEFT OUT of PK 593. RH A5:387. 1908.)("The Dragon was wroth with the...REMNANT.")"(Who KEEP the Commandments of God and ....") "Thou shalt be called, The repairer of the BREACH." SM 2:106.(The BREACH that FROOM-BRINSMEAD made and daubed it with untempered Mortar. To make it look good to BABYLONIA.)
BE AS LITTLE AS POSSIBLE IN THEIR SOCIETY:
"...we may uplift the Standard on which is inscribed the Commandments of God and the Faith of Jesus. We are to make no compromise with the Leaders of Rebellion. The line of DEMARCATION between the Obedient and the Disobedient must be plain and distinct...Let the Heavenly eye-salve be applied to the eyes your Understanding, that you may distinguish between Truth and Error...

"Manifest decision at any cost. Do not yield to the influence brought to bear upon you by men who show that they act without spiritual guidance...whose CONSCIENCE may be represented by an INDIA-RUBBER BALL.

"Turn away from such men. Be as little as possible in their Society...God calls for Minute-men...Do not lend yourself to any selfish CONFEDERACY...Church-Members have engaged in lines of work that have corrupted their sense of Honor. They-can-never-be-Saved unless the Lord, by His Spirit, shall touch their hearts, leading them to see that their ENTIRE system of working is CONDEMNED by the Bible...Resolutely turn from the tempter, saying, I must SEPERATE from your Influence...LEAVE THEM. Your withdrawl and silence may do more than words. NEHEMIAH refused to associate with those who were untrue to Principle, and he would not permit his workmen to associate with them. The LOVE and FEAR of God were his Safeguard...

"DARE to be a Daniel. DARE to stand alone...a COWARDLY and SILENT - reserve...while you LISTEN to their devices. makes you ONE with them. "COME OUT FROM AMONG THEM, and be ye SEPERATE, saith the Lord...and I will receive you, (This is the Condition. This is the Test.) and will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my Sons and Daughters, saith the Lord Almighty." RH A4:41-2.

DO WE GO ALONG WITH THOSE WHO WISH TO TEAR DOWN THE BARRIERS AND THE LAW? WHO ARE THEY? L.E. FROOM:
"Let us be done with a LOPSIDED, INADEQUATE emphasis...we are to move into our rightful place as today's FOREMOST (since when?) HERALDS of Christ...This is our Day...This is the Third Angel's Message...tying us in with those fundamental Truths of primitive Protestantism that we share IN COMMON with all sound EVANGELICAL Christians." SDA Ministry. p.10-2. March, 1966.
THE THIRD ANGEL - IN COMMON?

"So apostasy in THE CHURCH will prepare the way for the IMAGE of the Beast...EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE...such points of Doctrine as are held by them IN COMMON.......shall influence the State...to Sustain their Institutions, then Protestant America will have formed an IMAGE..." GC 444-5.

"Truths of...Protestantism that we share IN COMMON with all sound EVANGELICAL Christians."

AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION - 1969:
"...to create a public IMAGE...set Salvation within the reach of the MULTITUDES...To place emphasis on the noncontroversial Truths shared IN COMMON with all Christianity." p.20 R&H. Dec. 18, 1969.

HOWARD WEEKS - PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT:
"If in expectations of a larger prophetic role amid these trends Adventists should gird up their evangelistic loins they would find themselves IN STEP with OTHER EVANGELICALS who share their concern...BILLY GRAHAM, the nation's best-known EVANGELICAL...

IN STEP? "EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE...(Doctrines) as are held by them IN COMMON..." GC 445.

"When this shall be gained...it will be only A STEP to the resort to FORCE." GC 445.

"The Time is not far distant when the TEST will come to every soul. The Mark of the Beast will be URGED upon us. Thosw who have STEP by STEP yielded...will then go out in Darkness. Chaff like a Cloud..." T5:81

KEY '73:
"With this approach to evangelism Seventhday Adventists will in LARGE measure be participants in a COMMON CRUSADE with OTHER CONSERVATIVE, EVANGELICAL groups in opposing "apostasy" within the LARGE denominations." p.20-1. SDA MINISTRY. June, 1966.

WHO GOES ALONG WITH THIS?
March, 1972 - F.T. Wright of Australia - May, 1972 - R.D. Brinsmead of Australia locked hands to be "IN COMMON" with the ENGLISH-JEW aspirations in the MAXWELL BOOK for a Ben-Gurion "ONE-WORLD-GOVERNMENT" and their " KINGDOM COME." RDB puts it in these words:
"...3 of us Awakening Brethren recently held a series of conversations with a group of theologians and administrators of our own Church...(Where he went over to the HEPPENSTALL-MAXWELL-ENGLISH-JEW position of no "CHARACTER" change until Christ comes! FTW did the same. While denying it. See his Magazine. March/72.)

RDB: "We are happy to report..our resolve to seek reconciliation, unity and harmony...uplift what we have IN COMMON with our Brethren...join hands." p.4. - "PRESENT TRUTH" - Oct.23, 1971.

EVERYBODY "IN COMMON"!


TO BE "IN COMMON" WITH BABYLON THEY MUST TEACH LIKE BABYLON. ON WHAT POINT?

"My first Vision" of the Sealing of the 144,000, followed by the CLOSE of all Probation, followed by the 7 Last Plagues, is so violently OPPOSED to the Teachings of BABYLON - they Feature the Maxwell Book that DENIES all that! To go along with the JW's - HWA - & the EVANGELICALS.

Read the shaded pages and the shadowy Doctrine added to the HMSR Book to fit in with English-Jew Palestine "ONE-WORLD GOVERNMENT" plans. Make particular Note of what happens at the "RESURRECTION!"

HMSR: "ONE WORLD" (BBH: $1.00.)

"...the climax of the ages...Armageddon...God's great DAY is coming. The Earth will be changed; at last there will be days of HEAVEN upon Earth. The Earth will be RENEWED...will become the PARADISE home of God's people. The RESURRECTION to immortality will bring all the redeemed of all ages TOGETHER in aPERFECT WORLD where man's dreams or peace, life, holiness, and happiness will be fulfilled; where God will have ONE WORLD again, one God, one Law, one Element." HMSR. p.318. "GOD'S ONE WORLD."

THE ANGELS of God to SNATCH the Saints off the Earth and the "ONE GOD" that will Roam around here for 1,000 Years, Foaming with MADNESS - will have not "ONE LAW" - but "NO LAW!!" The "RESURRECTION" brings: "SATAN'S ONE - WORLD!"
WHO INVENTED THAT MAXWELL-RICHARDS-FAGAL DOCTRINE? WHO LED HEPPENSTALL-WRIGHT-BRINSMEAD TO LOOK FOR "CHARACTER-NATURE" CHANGE-CONVERSION WHEN "MESSIAH" COMES?

(If you do not know that the first part of the following fits to a "T" - then you do not know what HEPPENSTALL-MARTER-BRINSMEAD have been Teaching about the "CURSE OF THE LAW!" "By Faith ALONE!" "No WORKS!")

"That Tongue that has boastingly and proudly spoken against God's LAW...will consume in his Mouth while he stands upon his Feet...When Jesus stands up; when his work is FINISHED in the Most Holy, then there will be not another Ray of Light to be imparted to the Sinner.

BUT SATAN FLATTERS SOME --

"But Satan flatters some, through his chosen Servents, as he flattered Eve in Eden. Thou shalt not surely Die, and he tells them there will be a Season for Repentance, a Time of Probation, when the FILTMY can be made PURE.

"The co-workers with Satan and his Angels carry the Light into the future Age, teaching PROBATION after the Advent of Christ, which deludes the Sinner, and leads the cold-hearted professor to CARNAL SECURITY. (That is all these False Prophets ever have, they sell their wares of: "CARNAL SECURITY" that is all they have in their Bag of Tricks).

"He is CARELESS and INDIFFERENT, (See EW 270) and walks stumblingly over the hours of his Probation. The Light is made to reach FAR AHEAD, where all is TOTAL DARKNESS. Michael stands up. Instead of mercy, the deluded Sinner feels WRATH unmixed with MERCY. And they awake too late (what an "AWAKENING!") to this fatal Deception. THIS PLAN was studied by Satan, and is carried out by (HMSR-ASM-WAF-RDB-FTW-EEC-EE) Ministers who turn the Truth of God into a Lie." SG 2:275-6. GC 285. EW 246. T9:65. T4:343.

CLOSE OF PROBATION --

The World does not want to know about a Close of Probation. They want everything to go along: "as usual" - until Christ comes. And the Adventist does not want to know about TWO closes of Probation, for the same Reason, it comes too Close to Home. Neither did they want to know in the Days of Lot-Noah and Christ - about any Close of Probation - and a Time to Flee.
TWO CLOSES OF PROBATION

I wrote one Paper, so Clear, so Concise, that a Main Leader of the self-confessed "AWAKENING" was constrained to write - that he went along with me, and could not go along with RDB - on that Point.

If what you read across the Page - is Important; then this is just as Important. If the Adventist thinks his Door of Probation is still Open during the "Loud Cry" - it is Time some one disillusioned him, so perhaps he will Wake up and realize his-last-Chance, may not be far away. If it is not Past already.

TWO DOORS OF PROBATION.

How many Times have you read that: "JUDGEMENT must BEGIN with the House of God?" Is that not plain enough? It is to "BEGIN" or "COMMENCE" in the Land of greatest Light with the people of greatest Light. The Sealing will at once split off the best Saints the World has ever seen, snd the worst Devils the World has ever seen. From the Ranks of American Seventh-day Adventists.

This is portrayed in Luke 14:16-24.

THE GREAT SUPPER INVITATION:

(2) The invitation is "Come."
(3) They all began to make excuse. 14:18.
(4) The Master of the House became very Angry - and sent them out to fetch others. 14:20.
(5) Then another Call. 14:22-3.
(6) But no-other-Call is amde to the first Class, but rather He says: "For I say unto you, That NONE of those men which WERE bidden shall Taste of my Supper." Luke 14:24.

Is that not plainly a CLOSE of Probation while the Door was OPEN to the "OTHERS?" You see - we proved the Point in 29 Lines!

But for some it will take a bit more. They may have been steeped deeper in Error or in Sin. They may be suffering from Drugs or Disease that keeps their Mental Powers be numbed. So for some of these we may need to Document it better.
May God help us as we try: "Therefore say I unto you, The kingdom of God shall be taken from you, and given to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof." Matt. 21:43.

------------------------------
THE WEDDING INVITATION:
"Then said he to his servants, the WEDDING is ready, but they which WERE bidden were NOT WORTHY. Go ye therefore into the Highways..." Matt.22:8-9.
------------------------------
IN TEACHING THE SABBATH MORE FULLY: AND WHY THIS WILL ENRAGE THE CHURCH (WTF 19):
NoSabbath is being kept in the Ranks of those who worship OUT of the Most Holy Place. No more than the Jews that Crucified Christ. The Testimony of Jesus is: "GO YE OUT" of their midst! He was the Son of God, He was the Creator of Man, the Giver of the Law, the Lord of the Sabbath -

Yet He could not Convert or use the High-Priest in the Seminary, nor any of the 250 Princes of Renown. He chose Fishermen as His choice. As He does again.

What is the thrill that goes through you at Campmeeting? At the General Conference Session? Is it not the Message of the High-Priest that kept the entire Synagogue faithful to the Leadership? So the World's Redeemer Himself could not budge them?

ANALYZE that Campmeeting Message that Thrilled you through and through! WAS it not KD&A talking? "The Congregation is Holy - every-one-of-them!" Soon, soon - we are going Thru! Christ is coming, Mesiah will exalt this beloved Nation (denomi-NATION!) "THE CERTAINTY OF OUR SALVATION!" Oh, how they LOVE that! How they GLORY in that! Almost as much as from BILLY GRAHAM who hands them the SAME Doctrine: "I AM SAVED!"

The Sin of KD&A is to be Repeated right at the End. SoP 1:300.306. Even with the Ground opening up, and the far greater Miracle of the Fire coming out of the Cloud and licking up the full Autumn Council - the 250 Princes of Renown; - the entire Church came clamoring to the Tents of Moses & Aaron early next Morning: "Ye have KILLED the people of the Lord!" Still did not know who the Brethren were! Will this be our Fate? Or will we BELIEVE to the Point that we LEAVE - because not one Stone shall remain on the other!
What Message was there of Sin and of Righteousness and of Judgement? Did ONE of them take off her MINNIE? Or her SHIFT - or her PEDDLE-PUSHERS? Or did that Preacher say: To "find Fault" is WORSE than the Sin! And then Rant about: "MOSES!" Lord take my name out of the Book of Life unless you FORGIVE the FORNICATORS! Oh! How we need that spirit of Moses!

Not knowing that Moses hung up 3,000 Heads to dry in the Sun, wiped 3,000 Swords clean - BEFORE he Prayed for those who had REPENTED! and for those ONLY! Let these Jezebel Lover-Boys of the Grove remember the Spirit of Elijah that matched the Spirit of Moses, "LET NOT ONE ESCAPE!" as he took off 850 Heads, and Silenced 850 tongues at another Campmeeting. The Lord had to send a Big Rain to Wash him off.

But the Tongues will Clatter and the Ears will Itch. Until the 7 Last Plagues when: "That Tongue...will consume in his Mouth while he stands upon his feet." SG 2:275. Then he will know that the Lord will save only 144,000 out of all the World, and not one of them will need to be Ashamed that they were Justified by that Faith.

But as for the Frooms:
"This Message was not to be committed to the religious Leaders of the people. They had failed to preserve their connection with God, and had refused the Light from Heaven...they were at ease, dreaming of Peace & Safety, while the people were Asleep in their sins. Jesus saw His church, like the barren fig-tree, covered with pretentious leaves, yet destitute of precious fruit...the Lord passed-them-by, and revealed His truth to men in humble life, who had given heed to all the Light they had received...

"When the professed people of God are UNITING with the world, living as they live, and joining with them in forbidden pleasure; when the luxury of the World becomes the luxury of the Church; when the marriage bells are chiming, and all are looking forward to many years of worldly prosperity,- then, SUDDENLY as the Lightning flashes from the Heavens, will come the END of their BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES." 1884 SoP 4:199-201, 209-10. GC 339.
THE PREPARATION NECESSARY:
"The doctrine of the world's Conversation and the spiritual Reign of Christ was not held by the apostolic Church....Like every other Error, its results were Evil. It taught men to look-far-in-the-Future..It induced a feeling of confidence and security that was not well founded, and led many to neglect the PREPARATION necessary..." GC 321.

PREPARATION FOR THE END:
"The Lord showed me that a great work must be done for His people BEFORE they could STAND in the BATTLE in the DAY of the Lord. I was pointed to those who claim to be Adventists, but who reject the Present Truth, and saw that they were crumbling...

"And now when the Truth is presented to them by the Lord's messengers, they are prepared to LISTEN, and SEE its beauty and harmony, and to LEAVE their former associates and errors, EMBRACE the precious Truth and STAND where they can define their Position."EW 69.
(See more on this Subject. See the Awakening False Time Prophets change their Positions, the Truth tears up their Foundations - they but get up another one - WORSE than the First. And SLANDER those who Teach the Truth."...devise mischief in their heads upon their Beds." EW 123.)

FAITH ALONE? HOW READEST THOU?
"The Lord calls upon all who THINK they know what FAITH is, to be sure that they are not pulling with only ONE OAR, (See RDB sneering on this very Point in ETERNAL PURPOSE" p.24. Sneering at Faith being one OAR, and Works the other - "But it is all a COUNTERFEIT and a DECEPTION. What WORK does God require of us, but to "CEASE from our own WORKS?" RDB "ETERNAL PURPOSE" p.25.)

THE COUNTERFEIT TESTIMONIES:
"The Lord calls upon all who THINK they know what FAITH is, to be sure that they are not pulling with only ONE OAR, that their little bark is not going round and round, making no progress at all. FAITH without intelligent WORKS is DEAD, being ALONE. FAITH in the healing power of God will-not-save unless

MORE COUNTERFEIT TESTIMONIES:
"Let us not be deceived by the oft-repeated assertion, "All you have to do is BELIEVE." FAITH and WORKS are two ears which we must use EQUALLY if we press our way up the Stream against the current of unbelief. "FAITH if it hath not WORKS, is DEAD, being ALONE."...The way is rough, and there is much climbing to do...FALSE religions must be EXPOSED, that the TRUTH may TRIUMPH."RH A4:309, 315. June 11, July 2, 1901. "Christian Experience" p.65.

MAXWELL'S BOOK:
Maxwell's "Messiah" comes to "Heal" with his "Touch" - even the "Wildly Insane" but the Testimony Teaching is somewhat different. The Reckless and Incontinent, end up Diseased and Broken-down, and Pray for Help - but:

"Our Saviour will not reach his arm LOW ENOUGH to raise such from their degraded State, while they PERSIST in pursuing a course to SINK themselves STILL LOWER.

"...they may be ASSURED that God will not accept their unworthy OFFERING any sooner than that of CAIN. God requires them to CLEANSE THEMSELVES...AFTER man has done ALL IN HIS POWER...EARNEST EFFORTS...ELEVATE HIMSELF...THEN will he be benefited with the ATONEMENT of Christ." SG 3&4 (Center) 148-9. 1864.

MAXWELL-FROOM-BRINSMEAD - like KD&A - want to Pass the Seventh-day Adventists Church without weighing - but is that how it will be - ??? "HOLY EVERY ONE?"

WEIGHED IN THE MOST HOLY:
"In the Balances of the Sanctuary the Seventh-day Adventists Church is to be weighed. She will be JUDGED...IF her spiritual experiance does not correspond to...the work entrusted to her, on her will be pronounced the Sentence: "FOUND WANTING." By the Light bestowed, the opportunities given, will she be JUDGED." T8:247.

LET US PAUSE HERE TO NOTE:
From and White, with a thousand Jackals barking at their Heals - constantly reiterate; hardly ever a
Sermon, or an Artical in the Church Magazines — that "MRS. WHITE SAID..." and she said it: "CONSTANTLY" (without fail!) that the "CHURCH" was "GOING THROUGH!" Does the above sound like that?

COME NOW! BE HONEST WITH YOURSELF! YOU AND I WILL GAIN NOTHING BY REFUSING THE TRUTH!

Where do FROOM-WHITE find the Certainty of their Salvation? Is that not the Fatal Mistake the Jews made? Misreading the Covenant which had an "IF" in it? Will it pay to throw out the "IF" that is there two Times in this Testimony — IGNORE IT, PAY NO REGARD TO IT, DESPISE IT, HATE IT, REJECT IT! Who will that — help? To live in a Fool's Paradise? Like Billy Graham holds his Senseless Rabble: "I AM SAVED!". The same Psychology. "Ye shall be as gods!" Of course they LOVE it! Not ASKING the Court in Heaven, not the "Day of HIS Judgement is come!" But the "Day of MY Judgement has come!"

SPIRITUALISM:
"Satan beguiles men now as he beguiled Eve in Eden, by Flattery...he aims to compass the RUIN of men. "Ye shall be as gods,"... SPIRITUALISM TEACHES..."Each mind will JUDGE ITSELF, and not another." "The JUDGMENT will be right, because it is the Judgment of self, ...the Throne is within you." GC 554.

WEIGHING IN THE BALANCES:
There you have the WEIGHING IN THE BALANCES! In the human Scales of FROOM-WHITE: "I AM SAVED! "You are? Well — Bully for you! So thought the PHARISEE also — who went to his house: "DESTITUTE!" The PUBLICAN did not "KNOW" that he was Saved — and yet he was! "Let him THINKETH he Stand - take HEED lest he Fall!"

"Jesus PASSED BY the wise men of His time, the men of education and position, because they were so Proud and Self-sufficient in their boasted Superiority...

"The attributes of the Character of Christ can be imparted to those only who DISTRUST themselves." TM 259.

"In the last solemn work FEW great men will be engaged. They are Self-sufficient, INDEPENDENT of God, anf He CANNOT use them." T5:80. (You may have use for them, but He has NO USE for them!) "He CANNOT use them."
HERE IS ANOTHER ONE:
"I know that MANY think far too favorably of the present Time. These...will be engulfed in the general RUIN." T5:80.

I am sure I do not know why so many do not want to know this, and be ALarmed, Alert, Awake, and on Guard! Surely that is required to have a CHANCE to be saved! And not follow the Dumb Blind Hordes that fasten themselves to a FLATTERING LEADERSHIP who go UP in the Church the BETTER they can FLATTER. Until you have the Maxwell Book - the Ultimate OMEGA of Irresponsible FLATTERY and FALSE BRAINLESS FAWNING OILY-TONGUED SOFT-SOAP ADULATION of a False Prophet! Who has a Conscience like an India Rubber Ball! No wonder the Lord cut him down! May there be many happy returns! "I have HATED the Congregation of Evil-doers; and will not Sit with the Wicked." Ps.26:5. "I have HATED them that regard LYING VANITIES."31:6.

"They that forsake the Law praise the Wicked: but such as keep the Law contend with them." Prov.28:4.

"He that turneth away his ear from hearing the Law, even his PRAYER shall be ABOMINATION."Prov.28:9.

Have you Adventists ever read the Testimonies? READ and MARKED them? A Book is not read that is not MARKED. Not even the Bible.

THE PRAYER OF THE ADVENTIST - after the Close of his Probation - will be ABOMINATION. And if I know anything about Language at all - "MY FIRST VISION" 1846 Broadside - shows those worshipping in the First Apartment - receive not just the Hatred of God - but fully given over to Demons.

"The Time is nearing when the great CRISIS...will have come (This word: "CRISIS" usually means SUNDAY LAW. It appears this is the case here. SUNDAY LAW - CRISIS signifies the Close of Probation for Adventists. Read this Testimony very carefully - see the "Judgements of God" follow in quick succession, and what does "TIME OF THEIR VISITATION" mean?)

"The Time of God's destructive Judgements is the Time of MERCY for those who have had no opportunity to learn what is Truth. Tenderly will the Lord look upon them. His heart of MERCY is touched; His hand is still stretched out to SAVE, while the Door is CLOSED to those who would not enter." T9:97.
"THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" swells to the "LOUD CRY." The Straight Testimony is the "MID-NIGHT CRY" - which has to come before the Loud Cry. Froom-Brinsmead are all out of Order.

"As trials thicken around US, both SEPARATION and UNITY will be seen in OUR RANKS...Some...will yield to Temptation. Those who have had GREAT LIGHT and precious privileges, but have not improved them, (made no Effort) will, under one pretext or another, go OUT from us, Not having received the LOVE of the Truth, (this is the Promise in EW 254-6. If they let go the ANCHOR of the Most Holy Place) they will be taken in the DELUSIONS of the Enemy; they will give heed to seducing spirits and Doctrines of Devils, and will depart from th Faith. But, on the other hand, when the STORM OF PERSECUTION really breaks upon us, the true sheep will hear the true Shepard's voice...MANY who have strayed from the Fold will come back...

THEN - THEN - THEN - THEN -
"Then will the Message of the Third Angel SWELL to a Loud Cry." T6:400-1. RH A5:254.

ONLY ONE CLOSE OF PROBATION - BRINSMED? THE ADVENTIST WANTS NO MIDNIGHT CRY? NO "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM?"
"But I speak not my own words when I say that God's Spirit will PASS BY those who have had their Day of Test and opportunity, but who have not distinguished the Voice of God (Remember! This Voice is OUT of the 10 Virgin Church in that mysterious before unheard of "PROCESSION" - COL 406. RH A5:546. And the Voice calls God's people OUT....!)

"...or appreciated the moving of His Spirit. Then thousand in the 11th. Hour will see and acknowledge the Truth." SM 2:16. T6:405

"A Christian CHARACTER can be symmetrically and completely FORMED only when the human agent regards it as a privilege (not to be ashamed of the Most Holy Place truth but:) to work disinterestedly in the proclamation of the TRUTH and SUSTAIN the cause of God with MEANS...we Sow beside all waters." T9:127. See 126.

What a blessed privilege is ours. To repent, come to God, and take Part in the Last Work.
WHERE IS NO HOPE?

Some, in their Ignorance and Sin - declare this to be a Message without Hope. Let us Analyze this very Carefully:

(1) They are Members of the Church.
(2) They believe the Church is going Thru.
(3) The Midnight Cry comes: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"
(4) "How is the faithful City become an Harlot!"...a place whence the Divine Presence and Glory have DEPARTED!" T8:250.
(5) At this same Moment, on this same page: "MANY are crying, "Peace & Safety," while SUDDEN DESTRUCTION is coming upon THEM." T8:250.
(6) "LIFT up the Standard and give the Warning, "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye OUT to meet Him!" Many who hear the Message - by far the greater number - will not credit the solemn Warning...
(7) "Come when it may, the Advent of Christ will surprise the FALSE TEACHERS who are saying, "Peace & Safety;"...Thus saith the word of Inspiration, "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM."TM 233.

"SUDDENLY as the Lightening flashes from the Heavens, will come the END of their bright Visions and delusive Hopes." GC 339. As in Old Jerusalem.

In what Way is this Message: "WITHOUT HOPE?" Those are the words of the "DUMB DOG that will not BARK." Of the CAVILER, the UNBELIEVER, who intend to REMAIN right where they are - without enough FAITH to make the MOVE to: "GO YE OUT!"

Naturally - to them, the Message and the Warning to "FLEE!" would be a Message "without Hope!" For their "Hope" is all tied up in that Church - that Job - and they are only and ever looking for FLATTERY and that BLESSED ASSURANCE - "THE CHURCH IS MINE!" Thus the real Way of Salvation - is Taboo!

"THE BEGINNING OF THE PATH" cast high above the Earth - is the "MIDNIGHT CRY!" "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" Do we want to be on that Path? Or do we choose the Spiritualistic Maxwell EW 263 Train conducted by the Devil? "CHOOSE YE THIS DAY!" Read this Paper again and yet again. It is DOCUMENTED - it is TRUTH. It is "MY FIRST VISION." Belive it. 144,000 will.............